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Inara Serra. Inara Serra is played by Morena Baccarin.Born in the late 25th century on Sihnon, Inara is a
Companion, a high-society courtesan licensed by the Union of Allied Planets (the "Alliance"). In Alliance
society, Companions are part of the social elite, often accompanying the wealthy and powerful.
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Margaretha Geertruida "Margreet" MacLeod (nÃ©e Zelle; 7 August 1876 â€“ 15 October 1917), better known
by the stage name Mata Hari (/ Ëˆ m É‘Ë• t É™ Ëˆ h É‘Ë•r i /), was a Dutch exotic dancer and courtesan who
was convicted of being a spy for Germany during World War I and executed by firing squad in France.
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Reader's Comments ()Author's Note:A 6 part series about a young man who expands his hobby into a
lifelong career and makes a fortune with it. Chapter 1 - The Mountaintop My new guest was due any time. I
insisted on a strict timetable, so that two clients never saw each other.
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Ryan, lui au dÃ©but, c'est le genre de mec qui n'a cas claquÃ© des doigts pour avoir les filles Ã ses pieds,
alors quand Jo, lui tiens tÃªte, on voit ce dernier s'interroger et mettre en place une tactique pour qu'elle
succombe.
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